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measure m(dx)  on M. A conformal  diffusion X is cal led a conformal Brownian 
motion if the generator  of  X is the hal f  Lap lace-Bel t rami  operator  ½A (g) correspond- 
ing to the Hermit ian metric g. Final ly a conformal  diffusion X is cal led a K~ihler 
diffusion i f  the Hermit ian metric g corresponding to X is a K~ihler metric on M. 
If n = 1, as is well known, these classes all coincide. I f  n = 2, the last two classes 
coincide and are smal ler than the classes of  symmetric onformal  diffusions and 
there are manifo lds on which no symmetric onformal  diffusions exist (for example,  
Hopf  manifold) .  I f  n/>3, these classes are different in general and there exist 
manifo lds (for example,  Iwasawa manifo ld)  which admit  a conformal  Brownian 
motion but no K~ihler diffusion. 
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In the study of  b i r th -death  processes in random environments,  everal authors 
deal with one-d imensional  diffusion processes with strictly increasing discont inuous 
scale functions. Among them, Kawazu and Kesten (1985) obtained J~-convergence 
for a sequence of these processes. In this talk we first note that those processes are 
Markovian but not strictly Markovian in general,  and then we give a sufficient 
condit ion for J~-convergence of  a sequence of such processes. The condit ion is 
satisfied by a rather wider class of  sequences than that dealt with by Kawazu and 
Kesten. 
We also talk about one-d imensional  diffusion processes whose scale functions 
are cont inuous but not strictly increasing. The sample paths of  these processes are 
not in the space D in general,  and we can not expect J~-convergence for a sequence 
of  those processes. In this case we change the metric of  the real line so that we can 
obtain a J~-convergence theorem for a sequence of  such processes. 
Limit Theorems for Diffusion Processes on Compact Manifolds 
Yoko Ochi, Osaka University, Japan 
Let (M, g) be a compact,  connected Riemannian mani fo ld with smooth boundary  
0M. We consider a diffusion process {x(t)} generated by A/2+b with boundary  
